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ABSTRACT 
We construct a new canonical form for reachable matrix pairs (A, B) under the 
similarity action. The canonical pairs are explicitly characterized by the property that 
A is in Jordan canonical form and B is in a novel block echelon form whose block 
sizes are determined by the Jordan structure of A. The reachable pairs are classified 
by lists of indices, and it is shown that the canonical form is continuous on the Jordan 
strata consisting of ah reachable pairs with the same index list. The Jordan strata are 
characterized topologically, and explicit dimension formulas are derived. Finally we 
indicate some open problems related to the Jordan decomposition of the space of 
reachable systems. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Canonical forms for various group actions play an important role in linear 
control theory. Of particular interest are canonical forms for the similarity 
action on linear systems. Areas of application are e.g. feedback design by pole 
placement (cf. [l]), realization and partial realization [20, 21, and identifica- 
tion [6, 10, 111. 
Two systems of the form 
3i.=Ax+Bu, (A, B) E L,,, = KnxCnim), K = IR or C, (1.1) 
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are said to be similar if they can be transformed into each other via a change 
of coordinates in the state space K “, i.e. if there exists T E Gl,( K) such that 
T-‘A,T = A 2’ T-93, = B 2’ 0.2) 
This leads us to the following action of the general linear group Gl,,( K) on 
the space L,,, of control pairs (A, B): 
u:Gl.(K) x L,,, + L,,,, 
(T,(A,B))-*T.(A,B)=(T~‘AT,T-‘B). (1.3) 
Only few results are available about the similarity action on the full space 
L. * The orbit space L,,, /a is not even a Hausdorff space, since there are 
a-“orbits of different dimensions in L, m. It is natural to restrict CI to the set of 
all regular points in L,,,, i.e. to the set of all pairs (A, B) whose u-orbit 
[(A, WI, = { T.(A, B); T E Gl,(K)) is of maximal dimension n2. It is well 
known that this set coincides with the set L’,,, of all reachable systems in 
L n,m (cf. [25]). Restricted to L’,,,, the similarity action u is free, that is, for 
any (A, B) E J?,,,, T.(A,B)=(A,B) pl im ies T = I,. This is a nice prop- 
erty which simplifies the analysis considerably. 
The restriction of u to L’,,, has been thoroughly investigated in the 
literature. The first canonical form for reachable systems under the similarity 
action has been derived from the echelon form of the associated reachability 
matrix 
R( A, B) = [B, AB,. . , AnP’B]. 
The Kronecker canonical form associates with every (A, B) E L’,,, the -- -- 
unique pair (A, B) E [(A, B)], f or which R(A, B) is in (row) echelon form 
(see [23]). This normal form has nice geometrical properties. It is in a certain 
sense a canonical form of minimal discontinuity for u [13]. It induces a 
decomposition of the orbit space p,, m = L’,, ,,,/a into a minimal number of 
cells, and this cellular decomposition proves to be a valuable tool in the 
topological analysis of the space C,, m [ 121. 
On the other hand, the Kronecker canonical form has the disadvantage 
that it does not provide any spectral information about the system matrix A. 
The fundamental importance of the Jordan normal form in linear algebra 
depends on the factthat it gives a concise picture of the spectral properties. 
Early in the development of state space theory, controllability criteria were 
derived for pairs (‘A, B) where ‘A is in Jordan canonical form [5]. However, to 
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our knowledge, a Jordan form for (reachable) systems is not yet available. An 
obvious strategy to construct such a canonical form is to bring A first to 
Jordan form !A = T- ‘AT and then consider the induced action 
a*:Stab,(h) XCnXm -+ CnX7”, 
(S, B) -+ s-‘B, (1.4) 
where the stabilizer group of !A with respect to the conjugation action y is 
defined by 
Stab,(h)= {~~61,,(63); T-'('A)T=h}. (1.5) 
In the literature various attempts have been made along these lines. 
Heymann [14] describes a procedure to use the free parameters of S E 
Stab&) for reducing the number of parameters in the input matrix B. 
Bymes and Gauger [4] deal with nonreachable single input systems, but the 
explicit description of the corresponding canonical form contains an error. 
Pratzel-Wolters [24] treats general nonreachable systems as a special applica- 
tion of a systematic parameter reduction procedure, but does not produce 
explicit descriptions beyond the single input case. 
The Jordan form constructed in this paper is considerably more compli- 
cated than the Kronecker form. However, besides offering complete informa- 
tion about the spectral properties of the system matrix A, it has advantages 
as a starting point for the investigation of the noncontrollable case (cf. [24]) 
and the effect of input transformations (cf. [17, 181). This is mainly due to the 
fact that the stabilizer subgroups (1.5) of ‘A can be described explicitly (see 
Lemma 2.3), whereas an analogous description for matrices A in block 
companion form does not seem to be available. Moreover, it has recently 
been shown that the Jordan form constructed here can be directly applied to 
derive a canonical form for singular linear systems under restricted system 
equivalence [8]. 
This paper is an extended version of [19]. It contains new results and 
complete proofs of the results described in [19]. 
We proceed as follows. In Section 2 we analyze the action a, of the 
stabilizer groups on C ” xm and derive a block echelon form for left multipli- 
cation of matrices by block triangular matrices. In Section 3 we construct the 
Jordan normal form for reachable systems. Finally, in Section 4 we analyze 
continuity properties of this form and derive dimension formulas for the 
associated Jordan strata. 
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2. THE ACTION u,+, AND A BLOCK ECHELON FORM 
Let AEC”~“, n > 1, and let A,,..., X, be the distinct eigenvalues of A. 
Denote by s the lexicographic order between x E Iw ’ and y E Iw I: 
xy - [k-d v (k=Z A “1’Yl) 
v (k=E A xl=yl A X&Y,) v -1, (2.1) 
and by N the set of natural numbers k > 1. 
Every orbit [A] y of the conjugation action on C ’ Xn 
(T, A) + T-‘AT 
contains exactly one matrix ‘A in Jordan carwnical jbm (JCF) 
h=i+l.J(Ai)= 6 A J('i,"ij) 
i=l j=l 
with Jordan blocks 















It is important that the Jordan 
hi are grouped together: 
nij = n. ,+lj’ j = l)...) ti = ti+i. (2.4~) 
blocks corresponding to the same eigenvalue 
J(‘i) = j?lJ(hi; nij). (2.5) 
(Note that Ai f Aj if i + j, i, j E s). But the ordering of the groups J(X,), in 
particular via the condition (2.4c), is rather artificial, as we shall see in 
Section 4. There are good reasons not to order the groups J( X i) at all, and to 
calI the set of Jordan groups 
{J(xi); iE!} (2.6) 
the Jordan normal form of A. We use the ordering (2.4b,c) only for 
notational convenience. 
The multiplicities (2.4a) of the eigenvalues of A E C ” Xn are collected in 
the list of Jordan indices n(A) = (n,(A), . . . , n,(A)), where ni( A) = 
(nii>**‘, , nit ) for i E 5. n(A) determines another index list 




which describes how many Jordan blocks of the same size exist for each 
eigenvalue: 
n,, = ni2 = . . . = ni8 II > nis,,+ 1, 
ni8,,+l= ” ’ = ni8,1+S,, ’ ni8 2, +6,,+1> 
(2.8) 
niS,,+ ((( +6 ,_,+1= . . ’ = ni8,,+ +6,, = ntt,. 
‘Here s denotes the lexicographic order on B: - 88’. 
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In order to derive a canonical form for the similarity action u on L’,,, [see 
(1.3)] we first bring A into JCF and then single out uniquely determined 
input matrices in the corresponding orbit of u, [see (1.4)]. 
In the following we suppose that A = ‘A is in JCF and denote by B(i) the 
block of rows in B corresponding to @:a iJ(X,, nij) and by B(i, j) the 
subblock of rows corresponding to ./(A,, nij), i E 5, j E tj. 
We need some preparatory lemmata. For part (a) ofthe following lemma 
compare [7]; for part (b) compare [21]. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let SEG~,,(C), ~EC”‘” be a matrix in JCF (2.2) and 
B E QIlnxm. Then 
(a) S E Stab,(%) ij-aand only if S is of the form 
S=S,@ ... es,, (2.9) 
where Si E Stab,( J( X i)); 
(b) (‘A, B) is reachable if and only if all the pairs (./(A,), B(i)), i E 5, 
are reachable. 
The following result is proved in [5]. 
LEMMA 2.2. A pair (h, B) E L,,, is reachable if and only if the last 
rows of B(i, l),..., B(i, ti) are linearly independent, for i = 1,. . . , s. (In 
particular, there do not exist more than m Jordan blocks for any eigenvalue 
x G a(lA).) 
Lemma 2.1 and Lemma 2.2 show that, to carry out the above program, it 
suffices to consider the special case of reachable pairs (A, B) where A is in 
JCF with only one eigenvalue A E C: 
A=J(X)= jilJ(h.nj). (2.10) 
Therefore, we may henceforth omit the index i in (2.4) (2.7) (2.8). The 
following result can be found in [7]. 
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LEMMA~.~. LetA=J(A)~C”X”beoftheform(2.10).ThenS~C”X” 
commutes with A if and only if S is a block matrix 
s = (Skl)k,kp Skl~@'QX"', k,lE_t, (2.11) 
Sk, = 
cd1 w2 w3 . . . w% 
0 WI 02 . . . b&-1 
. . . . 
. . . 
. . . 
. . 
a2 
0 . . . .o cd1 
L 
I 01 02 03 . 
/ 0 WI w2 . 
I.... 





if 121, > nl, 
(2.12a) 
if nk& n[. 
(2.12b) 
Note that, by Lemma 2.3, the stabilizer subgroup of J(X) does not 
depend upon the eigenvalue X. 
EXAMPLE 2.4. Let A = .NX ) = @ ,!= ,J( h, ni) with n, = n2 = 3, n3 = 2. 
Then S E Q= xx * satisfies AS = ‘SA if and only if S 
I 
is of the form 
s= 
a b c 
0 a b 
0 0 a 
i j k 
0 i j 
0 0 i 
0 r s 
0 0 r 
d e f 
0 d e 
0 0 d 
1 m n 
0 1 m 
0 0 1 
0 t u 
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To describe Stab& A) c Gl( n, C) we have to derive necessary and suffi- 
cient invertibility conditions for matrices S of the above form.2 Consider the 
mapping 
s+s*, 
Stab,(I(h)) + Gl,(Q=), 
where S* is the t X t submatrix of S whose (k, 1) entry coincides with the 
southeast corner entry s$$ of Sk,, k, 1 E _t. It is easily seen that due to the 
ordering (2.4a), S* is of the form 
s* = 
ST1 0 * . . * 0 
% S& 0 . * . 0 
. . 
. . 
. . . 
. 0 
s,T % * * . . %t 
9 S; E C8kxs,. (2.14) 
The following lemma characterizes the invertibility of S. 
LEMMA 2.5. Let A = I(h) be of the form (2. lo), and suppose SA = AS, 
SEC”~“. ThenS~Stab,(A)ifandonZyifS*~~(6,,...,6,), thesubgroup 
of invertible t X t lower block triangular matrices of the fm (2.14). 
Proof. Consider the following reordering of the column vectors of the 
identity matrix I = [el,...,e,,] E CnXn: 
P=(%...,P,J, 
where the submatrices Pi, 1 Q i < nl, are defined by 
pi= i 
[%-i+l,... ,e,,+_ +n,-i+l 1 if l<i<n,, 
[enl-i+,,...,enl+ +n,_,-i+ll if n,Ci<n,_,, k = t,...,2. 
‘Here our approach diverges from that of Heymann [ 141. He avoids characterization of the 
invertible commuting matrices and exploits the ring structure of ( T E C ” ’ “; T(‘A) = (‘A)T } for 
his algorithm. 
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Then it is easily verified by inspection of S E Slab,(A) (see Lemma 2.3) that 
s”= PTSP has the following form: 
Z,[n,Xt] I 0 
I I . . . 0 
-------_+---- ----------------- A----A--___ --________ 
* j x,_,[(n,_,-n,)x(t-S,)] 1 0 I 0 
______--~----__-----------___--~----~--__---------__ 
I 
I ‘. 1 I . I I I 1 _______-~----__-----L____________~_--~~--______~------- 
I I 
* I * I 1 ... / &[(n,-nn,)X6,] 
(2.15) 
in which the diagonal blocks take the form 
S(k) 0 . . . 0 
. . 
z,= . : : . : 
. . 0 
. . . * g(k) 
where the g(k), k = q , . . . , 1, denote the following submatrices of S*: 
s,*, 0 ... 0 
By the lower block triangular structure of s’ we obtain that s’ is invertible if 
andonlyifdet!?(k)#Ofork=l , . . . ,9, which is equivalent to S* itself being 
invertible. n 
EZCAMPLE 2.6. For A and S as in Example 2.4 one has 9 = 2, 6, = 2, 
6, = 1, and a d 0 
s*= i 10. 
I 1 T t v 
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The associated permutation matrix is P = (es, es, es, es, es, e7, e,, e4), and 
a d 0 0 0 0 0 0’ 
i 1000000 
r t v 0 0 0 0 0 
g= PTSP = 
begadO 
j m p i IO 0 0 
s u w r t v 0 0 
cfhbegad 
knqjmpil 
Thus a matrix S of the form (2.13) is invertible if and only if v # 0 and 
al - id f 0. 
The dimension of the stabilizer subgroup of A = _Z( X) depends upon the 
Jordan structure n(A)=(n,,..., n,) of A. With any A of the form (2.10) we 
associate the matrix 
N(A) = Wkd = i 
n1 722 n3 n4 . 
n2 122 723 n4 . 
723 123 % n4 . 
. . . . . . . . 
. . . . 
pt nt nt nt . nt 
i.e. 
N,,=min{nk,nl}. 
The entry Nk, is exactly the number of free parameters in the block S,, of 
S E Stab,(A). As an immediate consequence of Lemma 2.3 and Lemma 2.5, 
we obtain that the dimension of Stab,(A) is the sum s( nl,. . . , n,) of all the 
entries of N( A ). Thus 
dimStab,(A)=s(n,,...,n,)= i (2k-l)n,. 
k=l 
(2.16) 
For instance, if A is as in Example 2.4, this formula gives us dim Stab& A) = 
22, and this is easily verified by counting the parameters in (2.13). The 
dimension of Stab+ A) is minimal ( = n) if A is cyclic (the generic case) and 
is maximal ( = n2) if A = XI. 
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Let us now return to the canonical form problem for the action u,, (1.4). 
By Lemma 2.1 we may assume A = I( A), without restriction of generality. 
Let 6(A)=(6,,...,6,). For any BEC”~“’ we denote by R*EQ=~~“’ the 
matrix formed by the last rows of the blocks B(j), j E t. Then 
(SB)* = S*B*, S*e?& ,..., Sq), BEC"~"'. (2.17) 
This equality and Lemma 2.5 show that the action a, induces the following 
action of @(6,,...,6,) on CtXm: 
uA*: qS,,...,6,)xctX”’ +ctxm, 
(S*, B*) + S*B*. 
We now proceed in two steps: 
Step 1: We construct a canonical form for the action aA*. 
Step 2: Having transformed B* to canonical form, the remaining free 
parameters of S E Slab,(J((h)) are used to generate additional O-entries in the 
rest of B. 
Recall that a matrix M E C kx “I is said to be in row echelon form with 







* . . . 
. . . 
. . 
. . . 
. . . 
* 
i th row (2.18) 
where E s+ 1 := 1~1 + 1. The first step of the above construction procedure leads 
to the following proposition. 
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PROPOSITION 2.7. Let a,,..., 8, E N be given and Z~=l~j = t. Then 
every orbit [M] s of the action 




with the following properties: 
(S*, M) + S*M 
G(j) E CSJxm, (2.19) 
(i) Every submutrix g(j), j E q, is in row echelon form with echelon - 
indices &j = (Ebb ,..., Ed&,). 
(ii) For k = 1,. , . , j - 1, I= 1,. . . , S,, the Ed! th column of a(j) is zero. 
Proof. We proceed by induction with respect to q. For q = 1 the 
proposition is obvious. Suppose, it has been shown for all q = 1,. . . , p - 1. 
To prove existence in the case q = p, let a,, . . . ,a, E N be arbitrary and 
t = C~Z%~. By assumption there exists @ E @(a,,. . . ,6,_,) such that the 
submatrices a(j), j < p, of 
+ 0 
[ 1 0 I, -M= P 
m> 
1: a(P - 1) G(P) 
satisfy conditions (i) and (ii). For any k = 1,. . . , p - 1, the submatrices g”(j) 
of 6(j) formed by the columns of indices ski,. . . , ek8, are just the 6, X 6, 
identity matrix Zai if k = j and are O,jx,t if k < j. Hence, proceeding from 
k=ltok=p-l,wecanconstructS,*kECGpxS~suchthat 
p-1 k-l 
C S;aQ( j) = C SA$‘k( j)+ S$ = - GEk(p). 
j=l j=l 
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It follows that the product 
[ 
+ I 0 
____----------A--- 
sp*l *** sp*p-l I I, 
I p 1 
501 
(2.20) 
satisfies condition (ii). To satisfy both conditions (i) and (ii), it simply remains 
to multiply (2.20) from the left by a suitable block diagonal matrix Zi@S&, 
SFP E Gl( a,, C). 
To prove uniqueness, suppose that both G and ~6 E C txm have proper- 
ties (i) and (ii), and that &i = S*ti for some S* E @(6,, . . . , ap). Applying the 







1 %J ’ 
Szp E Gl($J). (2.21) 
Using the same arguments as in the existence proof, we conclude that for 
k=l,...,p-1 
p-1 k-l 
C SP;tiek(j) = C S;aek( j) + Sp*k = GE”(p) = 0s,x6,. 
j=l j=l 
These equations imply Szk = 0 for k ; 1,. . . , p - 1. Since S* is of the f=orm 
(2.21) and M = S*a, it follows that M(p) = S&A?(p). But G(p) and M(p) 
are both in echelon form, and so SP*p = lsP, i.e. S* = I,. n 
A matrix A.?EC’~“’ with properties (i), (ii) is said to be in (a,, . . , 8q)- 
block echelon form with list of block echelon indices 
E(G) = (q;...;qJ = (Eli,..., E$;...;&,, )...) &@). (2.22) 
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EXAMPLE 2.8. Let 6 = (3,2,2). A matrix M E C7x10 is in (3,2,2)-block 
echelon form with block echelon indices E(M) = (4,6,10; 1,3; 5,7) if and only 
if it has the following form: 
0001*0***0 
[ 1 
000001***0 M(l) 0000000001 -----------------___-------___ 
M(2) = 1 * 0 0 * 0 * * * 0 . 
M(3) _____________*___~_-:--:---!_--! 0 0 1 0 
0000100**0 
-0 0 0 0 0 0 1 * * o_ 
In the following remark we briefly indicate a structural characterization 
of the block echelon form. 
REMARK 2.9. Let 
E ctxm 
be any matrix with row blocks M(i) E C’J, and V,, . . . , V, the row spaces of 
the blocks M(l), . . . , M(q). For any two linear subspaces V, W in C”, the 
echelon basis of V mod W has been defined in [15]. It is uniquely 
determined by V and W. Using this concept, the block echelon form (2.19) of 
M can be characterized as follows: The row vectors of the jth row block 
h;i( i ) of a form the echelon basis of Vi mod Wj = V, + . . . + Vi_ 1, j = 
1 >*:.>4 (W,= (0)). 
3. CONSTRUCTION OF THE JORDAN FORM FOR REACHABLE 
MATRIX PAIRS 
Let us now return to the similarity action (1.3) on L’,, m and consider first 
the case where A has only one eigenvalue. In the following main theorem of 
this paper we use the notation introduced at the beginning of Section 2. 
THEOREM 3.1. Suppose that (A, B)‘E L’,,,, A has only one eigenvalue 
and has index lists n(A)=(n,,...,n,)EN(‘, and 6(A)=(6,,...,Sq)~kJy. 
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Then the similarity orbit [(A, B)] ~ contains exactly one pair (R, 6) with the 
following properties: 
(i) A = ‘A is in Jordan canonical fm. 
(ii) The s&matrices 6(k), k E _t, have the structure * . . * 0 * . . . 
. . 
: : 1 : 
; 
. . . * . . . 
. . . ; 1 * ,.. YIP x nr 
t 
Ek 
where, additionally, the E, th column is of the form 
(3.la) 
(3.lb) 
(In particular, if nl >, nk then i(k)‘, = 0.) 
(iii) The list (El,. . . , Et) satisfies 
EifEi if i# j, (3.2a) 
for k = 0,. . . , q - 1 (8, := 0). 
In order to simplify the constructions involved in the following proof of 





_ nli x “, 
(3.3a) 
504 
if k < 1, and 
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. . x_ p nk+l Xp-n,+2 ... XP-n,+l 
. 
. . 
. . . 
. . 0 xp xp-1 . 
nk x “I 
(3.3b) 
if k > 1. Referring to the notation (2.12), we observe that for every k, I E!, 
x E R “1, oj E R min(nl. nt) we have 
S,,bb = ~&)4 (3.4) 
where G E [w nl is defined by 
; = ( Gi,...,G ,,> = (Q”,?...>~i> if nl G n,k, (3.5a) 
(j= (j ( i ,...> G”,) = (wnk ,..., w,,o ,...> 0) if nl > nk. (3.5b) 
In particular, if k = 1, 
(3.6) 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. ,W,e first prove that every orbit [(A, B)] ,,, (A, B) 
E L:, “1, contains a pair (A, B) with properties (i), (ii), and (iii). 
By Proposition 2.7 there exists S E Stab&A) such that the submatrix 
B* = S*B* of B = SB is in (a,,. . . , 6,)block echelon form with block echelon 
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indices E=(E~,..., 
WikTQ, i = l,..., 
.st) satisfying (3.2). We have go Stab&). Denote by 
min(n,, nl), the entries of the submatrices Sk,, k, 1 E 4 (cf. 
Lemma 2.3). Let further [&err k), . . . , &(Q, k)] be the nk X t submatrix 
formed by the sith columns &(ei, k), i = 1,. . . , t, of I?(k). 
With this notation the conditions for the s&h columns of B(k), 1 E _t, in 
(3.1) are equivalent to 
&(q,l) ... &,l) 
1 &,2) 
:* 
.. . g(Et’2) : 
&(E&) ... E&t) 
= 1 i Skj6(El, j) )...) i Ski&, j) 
Lj=l j=l 1 
0 0 0 0 *.. 0 
. . . . 
. . . . 0 
. . . . * 
. . . . 
. . . 0 * 
. . . * . . . * 
. . 0 : 






k th column 
Applying (3.3) and (3.4) and neglecting the (free) *-entries in (3.7), we 
obtain the following equivalent system of linear equations: 
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Because l?* is in block echelon form, the subcolumns &(ei, j) are of the form 
6(Ei, j) = I (* . . . * 1)’ if i=j, (* . . . * 0)’ if i<j. 
This implies that the diagonal blocks rkj( &(E~, j)), j = 1,. . . , k, of rk are of 
the form 
I 
1 * . . . . * . . . . * 
0 1 . . . . . 
. . 
. . . . . 
0 1 * . . . . * 
1 . (3.9a) 
J “k x “, 
For j = k + 1,. . . , t the diagonal blocks rjj( 6( ej, j)) of rk are square: 
1 * . 
: . 0 
(3.9b) 
while the upper triangular blocks r&(&k, j)), k < j, have the structure 
-0 * . . . * 
. . 
. * 
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. . . . 
The conditions (3.9) and (3.10) imply that Tk is invertible for k = 1,. . . , t 
and (3.8) has a unique solution ijck). It remains to show that the resulting 
stabilizer matrix s’ does not destroy the first E - 1 zeros in the last row of 
B(j), i.e., 8* = *Z?* has again to be in block edhelon form. In order to show 
this, consider first r’ , . . . , Tsl. The block echelon structure of B* implies that 
the rows with row number k. n, of rk, k = 1,. . . , S,, coincide with the unit 
vector ek. “,. As a consequence the solutions Gck), k = 1,. . . ,a,, of (3.8) satisfy 
= 6,X&,. I (3.12a) 
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Consider now the lth block of equal indices, 1= 2,. . . , q: 
and define k,:=6,+ ... +6,_,+1, h,:=S,+ ... t-6,. Then again the 
block echelon structure of g* implies that certain rows of the coefficient 
matrices Ikl, Ikf+’ ,..., Ikl+Sf- ’ are unit vectors, and as a consequence the 
solutions Ljck), k = k,, . . . , h,, satisfy 
. . . (k,. h,) 
Wl 
. . . (k,+ 1.h) 
Wl I = 8,X8, (3.12b) 








. . . (k,, k,- 1) 
01 1 = 0 8,x(8,+ ... +a,). (3.12~) 
(h/.2) 
Wl 
. . . (h,, k,- 1) wl 
The condition (3.12) implies that p = I,,,, hence i* = B*. 
In order to show the uniqueness of the pair (‘A, fi), assume there exists a 
second pair (A, g) in [(‘A, a)?,, satisfying (i), (i$ and (iii). Then there exists 
S E Stab@) such that SZ? = B. Hence S*6* = B* and so, by Proposition 2.7, 
both matrices S, Z? satisfy (ii) and (iii) with the same index list E = ( .sl, .; . , Ed). 
The entries Gck) of S have to satisfy (3.8), where Ik is generated by B. This 
implies that apart from the normalized diagonal entries 
w(lk.k) = 1 for k=l,...,t 
of S, all other entries w(bp’) of S are 0; hence S = I, and Z? = ii. I 
A pair (A, i) E L’,, m with a(d) = { X } is said to be in Jordan canonical 
form (JCF) if it satisfies conditions (i)-(iii) of the previous theorem. In this 
case, if (A, 2) E [(A, B)],, we call 
Z(A, B) = (n(A),s(A, B)) = (nl ,..., n,; El ,..., Et) EIIJ~~ (3.13) 
the list of Jordan indices of the pair (A, B). 
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Let us now consider the general case where A has s eigenvalues. Denote 
by Ei = ker(X,Z - A)” the associated generalized eigenspaces, i E s, and by 
s 
P,:c”= @ Ei+Ei (3.14) 
1 
the associated eigenprojections. Then the subsystems (A(i), B(i)) = 
(A 1 E,, P,B), i E g, are reachable, and a(A(i)) = {hi}. Choosing an appro- 
priate basis in Ei, A(i), B(i)) can be brought to JCF (Theorem 3.1). As in 
the case of a single matrix, the corresponding subsystems have to be ordered 
to obtain a unique canonical form for the overall system. Again this ordering 
involves rather artificial rules; but these rules are useful for the sake of clean 
bookkeeping (mainly the handling of index lists). 
DEFINITION 3.2. A system (A, i) E L’,, m is said to be in Jordan canoni- 
cal form if it can be decomposed in the form 
d= &L(i), 
m> 
i= : 1 1 . i=l m (3.15) 
such that 
(R(i), i(i)) is in JCF with a(d(i) = {A,}, Ai Z Xj 
for i # j, i, j E s; (3.16a) 
Z(&i), Z?(i)) S Z(d(2), i(2)) ... S Z(A(s), Z?(s)), 
where s denotes the lexicographic order defined in (3.16b) 
(2.1); 
if Z(d(i), i(i)) = Z(A(i + l), &i + 1)) then Xi -X Xi+r 
in the lexicographic order on Q: = R2, i = 1,. . . , s - 1. 
(3.16~) 
Note that the condition (3.16b) may entail a violation of the condition 
(2.4~) in cases where ni = n, + r but ~~ # ~~ + 1. 
COROLLARY 3.3. The similarity orbit [(A, B)], of every reachable sys- 
tem (A, B) E L’,,, contains exactly one pair (d, Z?) in Jordan canonical 
fm* 
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Proof. Let A = @:=,A(i) be the JCF of A. Because of the block 
diagonal structure*of the matrices S E Stab& A) and b,y Theorem 3.1, there 
exists a, matrix B of the form (3.15) such that (A, B) E [(A, B)], and 
(A(i), B(i)) is in JCF with a(A,) = {Xi}, Xi # hj for i z j: i, j E s. 
In case (3.16b) and (3.16~) are not satisfied f;r (AA B), there exi$s a 
permytation *matrix P such that the subpairs A(i), B(i)) of (A, 6) := 
(P-‘AI’,:-‘B) satisfy (3.16a-c). Furthermore, by Theorem 3.1 the matrix 
pairs (A(i), I?(i)) are uniquely determined as JCFs for the orbits 
[(A]E,, PiB)], [cf. (3.14)], and hence [(A, B)], contains only one pair in JCF. 
n 
If (A, B) E L’,,,, and (A, 2) E [(A, II)], is in JCF with 
Z(A(i),B(i))=(n,,q) 
=(nil,...,nit,;Eil)“‘,Eit,), iEs, (3.17) 
then 
I(& B) = ((n,, q)>...>(ns> E,)) E ifilN2’e (3.18) 
is called the Jordan list of the pair (A, B). 
EXAMPLE 3.4 (A cyclic). Consider a reachable pair (A, B) E L’,,, with 
A cyclic, i.e., for each eigenvalue X E a( A) there exists only one Jordan block 
in ‘A. In this case 
n(A) = (n,,...,n,) EN”, t,= . . . =t,=1, 
S(A) = (l,...,l), 41= ... =q,=l. 
Hence there is only one echelon index .si E m associated with each block 
B(i), i=l,..., s: The list of block echelon indices has the form 
E(A,B)=(Q ,..., E,)E&. 
(A,B)isin JCF f d i an only if A is in JCF and every submatrix B(i) has the 
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form (3.1) for some ei E _m, i = l,..., s. In particular, if there is only one 
input (m = l), then B does not contain any parameter: 
b = [b(l),...,b(s)]T, b(i) = [o )..., O,l] E Iw”i. (3.19) 
Now assume that A has the generic Jordan canonical form, i.e., 9 is 
diagonal with n different eigenvalues. By reachability, each row of B is 
different from zero and normalized so that its first nonzero component from 
the left is 1. Generically, all echelon indices si = q(A, B) equal 1, and so the 
generic JCF of a reachable pair (A, B) has the following structure: 
Note that (3.20) contains exactly n + m parameters; this is the maximal 
number of parameters in a JCF of (A, B) E L’,, m. 
A Jordan canonical form with the least number of parameters is shown in 
the next example. 
EXAMPLE 3.5. Suppose that A has the “most degenerate” Jordan form 
!A = XI,; hence n(A)=(l,... , 1) E N “. Then the stabilizer group of !A with 
respect to the conjugation action is maximal: 
Stab,(%) = GI,(C). 
Reachability implies m > n. If m = n, there exist for a given value h E C 
only n! pairs (‘A, h) in JCF, namely 
h 0 
‘A= 
[ 1 *._ ) B= [ei,,...,ei,], (3.21) 0 h 
where (ii,. . . , i,) E I’,, is any permutation of (1,. . . , n). Note that A is the 
unique free parameter for canonical pairs with index list n(A) = (1,. . . , l), 
E=(&r,...,E,)EP,. 
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4. JORDAN STRATA 
Let J(n, m) denote the set of all possible ordered Jordan lists for a given 
state dimension n and input dimension m. J( n, m) consists of all families 
Z = ((n,, Ed),..., (n,, Es>) E IsI Nzta 
i=l 
such that 1 G s < n, 1~ ti < n, and the sublists 




(n,, el) s . . . s (ns, es), (4.3a) 
nil> *.- 2 n,,# > 1 and (4.3b) 
i=r j=l 
Ei j + Eik if j#k, j,kE tj, (4.3c) 
- 
and 
Eil < Ei2 < * . . -c Ei8,,, 
'i(S,, + 1) < &i(8,,+2) < ’ . ’ < Ei(S.,+82)y 
I 8 
(4.3d) 
&i(t,-Q+l) < ’ ’ . < ‘it, 
for every i E s. Here the integers 6i. are uniquely determined by (n,, . . . , n,) 
via (2.8). Because of (4.3a), a Jor d an fist Z E J(n, m) is completely deter- 
mined by the set of subfists {(ni, Ed), i E 5) and their multiplicities. For every 
Z =((n,, Q...,( n,, es)) E J(n, m) the associated Jordan stratum Jar(Z) is 
defined by 
Jar(Z)= {(A,B)EL’,,,; Z(A,B)=Z}. 
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yields a decomposition of L’,,, into a finite number of u-invariant sets. 
The aim of this section is to show that the Jordan canonical form is 
continuous on the Jordan strata if one eliminates the cor$ition (3.16~) and 
allows for certain permutations of the subsystems (A(i), B(i)), i E s. In fact, 
the condition (3.16~) was only introduced into the definition of JCF to single 
out a unique normal form in each orbit [(A, B)] ,,. This was done in order to 
make Definition 3.2 conform with the general notion of a canonical form as 
defined by Birkhoff and McLane [3] and popularized in linear control theory 
by Popov [23]. However, this well-established notion leads to some problems 
even when applied to the classical Jordan canonical form of a single matrix. It 
requires one to define this form as a function r : C n + C n which maps any 
orbit [A] y of the conjugation action onto a unique matrix A in that orbit. In 
our definition of the JCF ‘A, condition (2.4~) was introduced to meet this 
requirement. The following example illustrates that this condition produces 
artificial discontinuities. 
EXAMPLE 4.1. Consider, in the 2dimensional case, the set U = Jor(1, 1) 
of alI matrices A E C 2x2 with two distinct eigenvalues X r( A) # X2(A). U is 
open and dense in C 2 x2. The map A + $! is not continuous on U. For 
example, consider A,, = diag(a - ip, (Y + ib), a, j3 E R, j3 > 0. Since (Y - i/3 -C 
a + ifi, A, is in JCF; see Section 2. Now let ((Ye) be a real sequence such that 
‘Yk < (Y and ffk + (Y as k + 00. Then the matrices A, = diag(ff - ifi, ffk + ip), 
k E N, converge to A, as k + 00. But the associated Jordan canonical forms 
are, by the condition (2.4c), ‘(A,) = diag(a, + ip, (Y - ifi), k E N, which do 
not converge to ‘(A,) = A,. This artificial discontinuity disappears if the 
Jordan normal form (JNF) of a matrix A is defined to be the set of all Jordan 
groups 1(X,) in ‘A. In the present case this would yield the map A + 
{ Xi(A), X,(A)}, which is continuous on U. 
To avoid similar artificial discontinuities for the JCF of matrix pairs, we 
eliminate the condition (3.16~) and say that a pair (A, i) is in Jordan rwrmul 
f&m (JNF) if it satisfies the remaining conditions of Definition 3.2. Thus the 
JNF of a mairix pair is uniquely determined up to a permutation of the 
subsystems (A(i), A(i)) with the same index list (n,, Ed). As a map the Jordan 
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normal form is defined by 
jor:(A,B)+ {(A(i),Z?(i)); ins), (4.5) 
where (A^, 8) is the JCF of (A, B) and s(A) the number of eigenvalues of A. 
If Jar(Z) is any given stratum, I = ((n,, .si), . . . ,(n8, Ed)) E J(n, m), and 
j E s, then jo$A, f) contains, for all (,A, BYE Jar(Z), the same number of 
subsystems (A(i), B(i)), i E g, with Z(A(i), B(i)) = (nj, Ed). These groups of 
subsystems of equal index lists play an important role in the following 
definition of the distance between two sets jor(A,, Bk), (Ak, Bk) E Jar(Z), 
k = 1,2: 
dist(jor(Ai, B,),jor(A,, B,)) 
Here the distance between two finite sets of matrix pairs of equal dimensions 
{(&(j), Wj)); j E J}, k = 172 is defined in the sense of the Hausdorff 
metric by 
where II.I( is e.g. te Frobenius norm and the minimum is taken over all 
permutations ( Zj) j E, of the finite index set J. Note that if the sublists ( ni, si) 
are all distinct, then the definition (4.6) simplifies to 
dist(jor(A,, B ),jor(A,, B,)) 
In the following lemma the input matrix does not play a role, and we 
denote, for any Jordan structure (n,, . . . , n,) E II;= lNts, IL:= lC>=lnij = n, by 
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Jor(n,,..., n,) the set of all matrices A E C “xn with Jordan index list 
n(A)=(n,,...,n,). 
LEMMA 4.2. For uny AEQ=“~” with index list n(&)=(n,,...,n,), 
ni=(nil,..., nit ), i E s, there exists a neighborhood V of A in 62 n Xn and a 
continuous mui T: V -+ GI,(C) such that for all A E V n Jor( nl,. . . , n,): 
(a) T(A)-‘AT(A) = @l=,A(i). 
(b) Every A(i), i E B, has only one eigenvalue X(A(i)), and X(A(i)) f 
X(A(j)) for i # j, i, j E s. 
(c) n(A(i)) = ni, i ES. 
PTOOf. kt x1,..., x, be the eigenvalues of A [in the ordering deter- 
mined by (2.4)], and let E > 0 be sufficiently small that the closed disks Dk(.s) 
around x, with radius E do not intersect. There exists a neighborhood W of A 
in @ nxn such that for each A E W the sum of (algebraic) multiplicities of the 
eigenvalues in Dk( e/2) is equal to the multiplicity of the eigenvalue i( k of A” 
[22]. It follows that the matrices 
pdA)=&--c /PI-A)-‘dS, kEz, AEW, (4.9) 
k& 
define projections of C n onto the sum of generalized eigenspaces correspond- 
ing to eigenvalues X j E a( A) n Q(E) (see [22, II, Sections 1, 21). In particu- 
lar, 
6 ImPk(A)=C”, AEW 
k=l 
By (4.9) the map A + P,(A) is continuous on W. 
basis of C n that is compatible with the decomposition 
C”= k~lImP,(A) 
(4.10) 
Let (vl,...,v”) be a 
-i.e., vj E Im Pkl(A), j E n, kj G k j+ I, j = 1,. . . , n - l-and define 
vi(A) = PkjA)vj, j E 14. (4.11) 
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d(A) = d, uj(A) E Im pkj(A), AEW, j~c, (4.12) 
and there exists a neighborhood W, of A in W such that the matrices 
T(A) = [u~(A),...,~P(A)], AEW~, 
are nonsingular. Since (4.10) is an A-invariant decomposition, (4.12) implies 
that the conjugates T(A)-‘AT(A) are of block diagonal form 
T(A) -‘AT(A) = ills, AE%, 
where A(i) is the matrix representation of the restriction of A to Im Z’,(A) 
with respect to the basis (u~(A))~~_~. 
Now suppose A E W, n Jor( nr, . . . , n,). Then A has exactly one eigen- 
value Ai( A) in the interior of each disk Di(.s), and P,(A) is the e_igen_projec- 
tion corresponding to this eigenvalue, i E 5. In particular, Xi(A) = Xi and 
n,(A) = ni. In order to show (c) it only remains to prove that for a 
sufficiently smaU neighborhood V of A in W, the Jordan list of A(i) is the 
sameasthatof A(i)forall AEVnJor(n,,...,n,),iEs.However,thishas 
been shown in the proof of Theorem 16.3.1 in [9]. n 
THEOREM 4.3. For any Z=((nl,~l),...,(n,,~,))~J(n,m), the Jordan 
rwrmul form jor:(A, B)+ {(d(i), Z?(i)); iEs(A)} is continuous on the 
Jordan stratum Jar(Z) (with respect to the metric (4.6) on the image 
br(Jor(Z 1)). 
Proof. Consider any system (A”, fi) E Jar(Z), and let V be a neighbor- 
hood of A” in Cnx” such that statements (a)-(c) of. Lemma 4.2 are satisfied. 
We use the same notation as in the proof of Lemma 4.2. For any A E V and 
i E s, A(i) represents the restriction of A to the generalized algebraic 
eigenspace Im P,(A) corresponding to the eigenvalue Xi(A) of A. If (A, B) 
E L” my A E V, and i E s, we denote by B(i) the block of row vectors of 
T(A)‘- ‘B corresponding to A(i) in T(A)- ‘AT( A) = a,“= ,A(i). Applying a 
suitable (constant) block permutation, we may assume without restriction of 
generality that 
Z(A(l),Zql))s *a* aZ(A(s)&)). (4.13) 
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Note that, for every i E g, the map 
(A, B) *(A(i), B(i)), (A, B) E V xCnX'", (4.14) 
is continuous. If (A, B) E V X c "xm is reachable and (d(i), B(i)) is the JCF 
of (A(i), B(i)), then 
jor(A,B)= {(d(i),B(i)); iEg}. (4.15) 
We divide the rest of the proof into two steps. 
Step 1. We first show that there exist neighborhoods U, c V of A” in 
C nxn and Us of B in Cnx” such that 
Z(A(i), B(i)) = Z@(i), ii(i)), (A,B)EU~J~~(Z), ins, (4.16) 
where U = Vi x VI. Otherwise there would e$st a sequence ((Ak, Bk))k EN in 
(VXC nXm) n Jar(Z) converging to (A, B) such that the index lists 
Z( Ak(i), Bk(i)), i E g, are independent of k E N and 
z(Ak(j), Bk(j)) # z(A(j), j(j)) = ("jt ‘j> (4.17) 
for some j E 5. Since n(A,(i)) = n(A(i)) = ni, i E 5, and 
= Z(A,, Bk) = Z = I(& ii), (4.18) 
there exists for every i E g an index i’ E g such that 
Z(&(i), &(i)) = (ni, Ei,)> kEN. (4.19) 
Because of (4.18), we will obtain a contradiction to (4.17) if we can prove 
Z(A,(l),B,(l))~Z(A,(2),B,(2))s .** %Z(A,(s),B,(s)). (4.26) 
For any i E g it follows from (4.19) that the lists of block echelon indices ei, 
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and q have the same block partition (2.22) determined by 
[see (2.7), (2.8)]: 
Ei’=(E;13*.*>E;S. ;...;&~,1,...,&AS,,,), ,1 (4.21a) 
Ei=(&ll )..., El6 8, ;...;Egl )...) Eqs t ‘4, ). (4.21b) 
By the continuity of the map (4.14) we have 
kFm (Ak(i), Z&(i)) = (A(i), i(i)). (4.22) 
Now recall that the echelon indices of a matrix can be determined by a 
deletion procedure which eliminates all the column vectors of the matrix 
which depend linearly on the preceding column vectors. Applying this 
procedure repeatedly in the construction of the block echelon forms of 
Bk( i), fi( i) and observing that the linear dependence of any family of column 
vectors is preserved in the convergence process B&i) + B(i) as k 400, we 
conclude that q’s q, i.e. 
Z(A,(i),B,(i))=(n,,~~~)s(n~,~~)=Z(~(i),i$)). (4.23) 
But by (4.1:) the list (ZiA,(l& B,(l)), . . . ,_Z(A,[s), Bk(s))) is a permutation of 
the list Z(A, B) = (Z(A(l), B(1)) ,..., Z( A( s), B(s))). Because of (,4.13) and 
(4.23), this implies (4.20) and hence a contradiction to (4.17). This concludes 
the proof of (4.16). 
Step 2. By (4.15) and the continuity of the map (4.l_4), it remains to 
prove that for_eve_ry i E 5 the maps (A(i), B(i)) -+ (A(i), B(i)) are continu- 
ous on Jor( I( A i, B,)). In other words, to prove the theorem we may assume 
that A has only one eigenvalue. So let us suppose s = 1 and 
I=((?%, )..., ri,),(&, ..., Et))EJ(n,m)nW”. 
Every A E Jor( ni, . . . , n,) has the Jordan form 
d = X(A)Z + $, 
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where h(A) is the only eigenvalue of A, and i’? is the unique nilpotent 
matrix in Jordan form with structure (nr, . . . , n,). Now suppose that (A, B) E 
Jor(Zh and ((Aky4N is a sequence in Jor( Z ) which converges to (A, B). We 




Without restriction of generality, we may assume that (A, B) = (A, Z?) is in 
Jordan form [other?vi_se replace (Ak, Bk) by Te(A,, Bk), where T E Gl,(C? 
and T*(A, B) = (A, B)]. Since limk_,m X(A,) = h(A), A = A = A(A)Z + N, 




It remains to prove lim, _ o. fik = Z?. For this, we choose S, E Gl,(@) such 
that 
S, ‘A,& = A k> S;‘Bk=fi k. 
The matrices Nk = A, - X(A,)Z, k E fW, are nilpotent and satisfy 
SklljSkl=Nk, AiA S,N B, = N;Bk, k,iEN, 
lim Nk = Z?. 
k-cc 
Hence 
^i^ )im S,N B, = $2, iE:N. (4.25) 
We now exploit the special structure of the matrices 6,, 2. Their column 
vectors are denoted by &i and &j, respectively. Consider the matrix kk E 
Q= nx(n+t) whose column vectors are 
The matrix Z? E Cnx(n+t) is defined analogously by using the corresponding 
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columns of Z? instead of 8,. By (4.25) we have 
i G ni, jEt. (4.26) 
Let e,,..., e, denote the column vectors of the identity matrix. By the 
conditions (3. l), (3.2) 
,-E A bl=bz=e “, and 7?bEl=fii&~=e,,_i, i=l,..., n,-1. 
Thus the first nl columns of Sk converge to the first n, columns of the 
identity matrix as k + 00. Assume that an analogous statement has been 
proved for the first n, + . * . + n[_r columns, 2 < 1~ t. By the condition 
(3.2), Z’?cl&! contains the same parameters as 62, only shifted nl positions 
upwards, Moreover, N”r6~ has zero coordinates for i > n, + . . f + nl_,: 
(tjnl&z)i=O, i>n,+ 0.. +n,_,. 
Hence S,N”~6~ is a linear combination of the first n, + . * . + nl_i columns 
of S,. Since by (4.26) 
lim S ,-rl* k N 
--?I ,. lb2 = N lb’1 > 
k-m 
it follows from the assumption of induction that the free parameters of Z$ 
converge to the corresponding parameters in 6’1 as k + 00. Hence lim, _ m bz 
= gel and consequently, by (4.26), the columns of index n1 + . . * + nr_ 1 + 1 
up to n,+‘..* + nl of Sk converge to the corresponding columns of the 
identity matrix. By induction, we conclude 
lim Sk = I and lim 8,= lim S;‘B,=g. W 
k+m kAcc k-m 
Let us now apply the above continuity results to obtain some topological 
information about the Jordan strata. For any I E J(n, m) we denote by F(Z) 
the set of all matrix pairs (A, Z?) E Jar(Z) which are in Jordan normal form. 
Note that two different pairs (Ai, Bi) EG(Z), i = 1,2, may be similar if Z 
contains sublists ( ni, q) of higher multiplicity. This complication cannot arise 
in the single eigenvalue case s = 1. In this case, Theorem 4.3 yields an easy 
topological characterization of the Jordan strata. 
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LEMMA 4.4. Suppose that Z =@,, . . . , n,), (q, . . . , Ed)) E N 2t is a Jordun 
list in J(n, m) with s = 1. Then Jar(Z) is an affine subspace of L,,, of 
dimension d(Z) + 1, where 
d(Z)=nm- i (2k-l)n,- i (~~-1). 
k=l j=l 
(4.27) 
Proof. Obviously, F(Z) is an affine subspace of L,,,. If (A,Z?) is a 
typical pair in Jor(Z), then A contains only one free parameter (its eigenvalue 
on the diagonal). The number of free parameters of Z? can be determined as 
follows. In every block i(j) of 8, (xi=, min{ nj, nk})+(ej - 1) free parame- 
ters are eliminated by the conditions (3.1), (3.2). Thus the number of 
remaining free parameters is 
t t t 
nm- C C min{nj,n,} - C (&je1)3 
j=l k=l j=l 
and (4.27) follows from (2.16). n 
As an easy corollary of Theorem 4.3 we now obtain a complete topologi- 
cal characterization of the Jordan strata if s = 1. 
COROLLARY 4.5. Zf Z = (n,,. . . , n,; q,. . . , Ed) E N2’ is a Jordan list in 
J(n,m) with s = 1, then 
Jar(Z) =Gl,,(C)XCdcz)+‘. (4.28) 
_Proof. f: (T,(A^, fi)) + (TTT-‘, T8) is a continuous bijection of Gl,(C) 
X Jor(() onto Jar(Z). By Theorem 4.3 the map (A, B) + (d, i) from Jar(Z) 
onto Jar(Z) is continuous. Moreover, the transformation T = TA. B satisfying 
T-(A, B) = (A, i) 
is uniquely determined a?d depends continuously on (A, B) E Jor( I). Thus 
f ’ : (A, B) ---, (TA, B,(A, B)) is continuous on Jar(Z) and the homeomorphy 
(4.28) is proved. a 
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Now suppose that I E J(n, m) has s sublists 
Zi=(n,, ,..., nit,;ql ,..., qti)EkJzti, iEs. 
For every i E s we parametrize the canonical subsystems (A(i), Z?(i)) E G( Ii) 
by the associated vector of free parameters 
z(i)= [zo(i),...,zd&i)] ECdcz~)+l, 
where +(i) is the eigenvalue of A^(i) and [zi(i),. . ., zd(zij(i)] is the vector of 
free parameters of s(i). By definition F(Z) can be identified with the set of 
all families of s canonical subsystems 
((~(l),S(l)),...,(Acs),B(s,,) E fi Jor(Zi) 
i=l 
(4.29) 
such that h(A(i)) # X(A(j)) f or i # j, i, j E g. Hence we have the homeo- 
morphy 




If the sublists II,..., I, of Z are mut$y *distinct, then each orbit 
[(A, B)] (r in Jar(Z) contains exactly one pair (A, Z?) in JNF. In this case the 
same arguments as in the proof of Corollary 4.5 show that 
Jar(Z) = Gl,(C) xJ&Z). (4.31) 
If Z contains sublists of higher multiplicity, the situation is more compli- 
cated. In this case one has to identify those families (4.29) which can be 
transformed into each other by a suitable permutation of subsystems of equal 
index lists. We omit the details. 
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More difficult than the topological characterization of the single Jordan 
strata is the problem of determining the adherence order between these 
strata (cf. [13]). So far we have not even proved that the partition of L’,,, 
into Jordan strata is in fact a stratification, i.e., the boundary of a Jordan 
stratum is contained in the union of lower dimensional strata. We leave this 
as an open problem. 
Altogether, there is no doubt that the topological analysis of the Jordan 
partition (4.4) of L’,,, is much more complicated than the analysis of the 
stratification obtained from the Kronecker canonical form of reachable sys- 
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